1. Recent advances in bio-logging open promising perspectives in the study animal movements at numerous scales. It is now possible to record time-series of animal locations and ancillary data (e.g. activity level derived from on-board accelerometers) over extended areas and long durations with a high spatial and temporal resolution. Such time-series are often piecewise stationary, as the animal may alternate between different stationary phases (i.e. characterised by a specific mean and variance of some key parameter for limited periods). Identifying when these phases start and end is a critical first step to understand the dynamics of the underlying movement processes.
Introduction
Identifying home range shifts. The recently emerging question of piecewise "locational stationarity" do (Karlin and Taylor, 1975) .
Optimal segmentation in K segments, with optional clustering in M states. Assume that there 80 are K stationary phases in a bivariate time-series with total length n. A stationary phase corresponds to a 81 segment. It is defined by a sequence of consecutive random variables sharing the exact same distribution, 82 in particular the same mean µ and variance matrix σ 2 . As soon as one of these parameters changes, a 83 new segment starts. The C components within a given segment k ∈ [1, ..., K] starting at time t = t k−1 + 1 84 and ending at time t = t k (with t 0 = 0 and t K = n) are modelled as sequences of Gaussian independent 85 random variables bY t , for t = 1, ..., n. In the absence of clustering (segmentation-only model), bY t (with C 86 components labelled 1 to C) at time t is modelled simply as follows:
where µ k and σ 2 k are the mean and variance matrix for segment k. As the model parameters to be esti-88 mated vary independently between segments, dynamic programming can be used to segment the multivariate 89 signal at best in K segments. Its application is straightforward in this case, as it relies on the log-likelihood 90 of each segment, which is simply equal to the sum of the log-likelihoods of the C components.
91
In the segmentation-clustering model, a state m, among M possible states, is assigned to every segment, 92 and random variables within a segment classified in state m are all assumed to share the same mean µ m 93 and the same variance σ 2 m , different from those involved in other states. More formally, let (S k ), with 94 k = 1, ..., K, denote the state of the segment k: S k is a latent random variable taking values in [1, ..., M ] . 95 It is modelled through a multinomial distribution of parameters π = (π m ) with m = 1, . . . , M , whereπ m 96 corresponds to the probability for a segment to belong to state m. Given S k = m , the value of the bivariate signal at time t, Y t , is therefore modelled as: 
As parameters (π m , µ m , σ 2 m ) that characterise any state m are unknown and are to be estimated, resulting 99 in a mixture distribution where segments are linked in terms of parameters, the optimal segmentation cannot 100 anymore be obtained using dynamic programming alone. Following Picard et al. (2007) , we designed the 101 following two-step procedure, which is iterated up to convergence. 102 1. Given a set of parameters (π m , µ m , σ 2 m ) with m = 1, ..., M , the best segmentation in K segments is of all number of segments We run simulations to assess the ability of our approach to detect home range shifts and changes in be-129 havioural modes from bivariate time-series, and to compare it with that of other (OUM-based and HMM-130 based) methods. For each set of parameters of each type of simulation, we simulated 100 replicates. Distances 131 are expressed in arbitrary unit length u.
132
Home range shifts. For simplicity, the animal was assumed to behave as a central place forager. We 133 simulated its fine-scale movement as a central-place biased correlated random walk, which results in a 134 probability of presence decreasing exponentially with the distance D to the central place (Benhamou, 1989) : 135 at each time step, the animal turns by an angle α i drawn from a wrapped Gaussian distribution with a null 136 mean and standard deviation σ i = σ 0 1 + D i − D i−1 2 , and progresses by 1 unit length (1u) in the new 137 direction. In a batch of simulations, σ 0 was set to 0.5 radians, and the central place was first set at a given 138 location for the first 10,000 time steps (phase 1), then shifted to another location by 60u in both X and Y for 139 10,000 additional time steps (phase 2), resulting in disjoint home ranges, and then shifted to a third location 140 by 20u in both X and Y for 10,000 additional time steps (phase 3), resulting in overlapping home ranges.
141
In another batch of simulations, the central place remained at the same location for the 30,000 time steps, 142 but σ 0 was set to 0.7 radians for time steps 10,001 to 20,000 (phase 2) and to 0.5 radians otherwise (phases serial correlation, and were thus similar to actual datasets that are commonly used in home range studies.
Note that in our approach that focuses on the contrast between the stationary phases, the actual lengths of 147 these phases do not matter, provided they are longer than L min .
148
Changes in behavioural modes. We simulated a random search movement as a correlated random walk 149 where three types of activity -immobility (resting or standing), intensive (area-concentrated) searching classical metrics corresponding to the step lengths L i and the turning angles α i , computed from locations recorded at constant time intervals ∆t, and therefore acting as proxies for linear L i ∆t and angular α i ∆t 172 speeds, respectively. We used such metrics for comparative purpose, but we also tested some variants, as-173 sumed to improve the contrast between the different modes. We computed the linear speed as L i + L i+1 2∆t .
174
Although this basic smoothing introduces some serial correlation which is not taken into account in our 175 model, it should result in a less noisy signal. Furthermore, angular speed may show faded changes between 176 searching modes because the intensive mode usually involves both a decrease in linear speed and an increase 177 in path tortuosity but angular speed mechanically increases with both of them (Benhamou and Bovet, 1989; 178 Barraquand and Benhamou, 2008).
179
We therefore computed turning angles α * i based on a constant step length r rather than at constant time 180 interval. For this purpose, each location X i = (X i , Y i ) is considered the centre of a virtual circle with radius 181 r, and the entrance and exit locations P en and P ex are determined through linear interpolation (Appendix 182 2). The turning angle α * i is then computed in [−π, π] as the angular deviation between vectors P en → X i 183 and X i → P ex (both with length r) rather than vectors
whereas α * i tends, on average, to be larger (random search paths) or smaller (directed paths) than α i when 186 r is larger. We set r to the median of the step length distribution. In our simulations, we noticed that 187 using a larger radius tends to improve the discrimination between the fast and slow movement modes but 188 to worsen the discrimination between the slow movement mode and the immobility mode. We also tested 189 the two orthogonal signals provided by the 'persistence speed' L i+1 cos(α i ) ∆t and 'turning speed' patterns and therefore act more as noise than as information in this context. Thus, in home range simula- Simulated movements. Figure 1 shows an example where the central place of the home range was shifted 216 by 60 u between phases 1 and 2, and by 20u between phases 2 and 3, in both easting (X) and northing (Y), 217 and an another example where the home range was enlarged during the phase 2 with respect to phases 1 location, requires that the number of shifts has been specified, and is unable to detect shifts in variance.
224
When the true number of phases (3) has been specified, our approach was able to correctly estimate the 20u shifts in mean location, respectively). In contrast, when no information was provided, Gurarie et al.
231
(2017)'s method, which then relies on a k-means procedure to get initial guesses, was still able to detect the 232 large shift in location (mean±SD = 10152±937 time units) but was unable to detect the small one (the shift 233 occurred at random between 15000 and 30000 time units, based only on 75 replicates, as the algorithm failed 234 to provide any result for 25 replicates).
Illustrative example. We used the GPS track of an African Elephant (Loxodonta africana), recorded for > 2.5 years to illustrate the way the segclust2d/segmentation-only procedure can identify home ranging 237 phases and shifts (Fig. 2) . Considering that a time-series is (roughly) stationary when the partial means 238 and variances obtained for its first and second halves or for its three thirds are not markedly different, the 239 whole time-series of easting and northing coordinates can be said to be both stationary, corresponding to 240 a large multiannual (possibly lifetime) home range, and piecewise stationary, corresponding to temporary 241 (possibly seasonal) smaller home ranges. It can therefore be segmented to highlight these temporary home 242 ranges and shifts between them. However, some of the phases so highlighted are clearly nonstationary. In 243 particular, segments 1 and 5 correspond mainly to a slow south-westwards migration (rather than a temporary 244 home range) between the two core areas of the multiannual home range. Segment 2 also corresponds to a 245 nonstationary, migratory (southwards moving) phase, which went through an area used as a temporary home 246 range during segments 4 and 6. This indicates that a same area can be used in different ways at different 247 periods. 
. In this example, the segclust2d/segmentation-clustering procedure appears 252 able to detect the true number of modes (M = 3) and to attribute almost all locations to the right mode.
253
We compared our method with a HMM-based method specifically designed to deal with movement data 254 (Michelot et al., 2016; McClintock and Michelot, 2018) when the true number of modes has been specified.
255
The results obtained from 100 replicates showed that our procedure rivals with the HMM-based method 256 although the latter was helped by initial state-dependent probability distribution parameters which were 257 tuned to their true values for each behavioural state ( Fig. 4 (Fig. 5 ). Although that, in this example, the most likely number of modes was estimated to be five, we 270 present the segmentation obtained when setting this number to three, assuming that the biologically relevant 271 modes should be resting (or any other non-moving behaviour such as standing), feeding and transiting (the 272 other two modes detected by our procedure when using five modes were assumed to correspond to mixed 273 behaviours). that is performed but also on how long it is performed, preventing the segments corresponding to the same 317 behaviour from being easily clustered. In the present study, we show that the segclust2/segmentation-318 clustering procedure rivals a HMM-based method when applied to the bivariate signal provided by the two 319 classical metrics that are linear and angular speeds. Importantly, contrarily to what occurs with HMM-based 320 methods, such performance is reached without the need to specify any informative initial state-dependent 321 probability distribution parameters. With both types of method, better results were obtained when using 322 other metrics such as smoothed speed and turning angle measured at constant step length, which were ex-323 pected to improve the contrast between the intensive and extensive searching modes. Interestingly, using 324 absolute rather than signed values of turning angles measured at constant step length works at best with our 325 method whereas right and left turns were balanced in any mode in our simulated movements. Such metrics 326 should be particularly useful to distinguish between intensive and extensive modes when the former involves 327 turning systematically right or left, i.e. characterized by markedly either negative or positive mean turning angles, whereas the latter involves balanced turning, as occurs in some species (e.g. Smith, 1974) . As it results also in a reliable identification when turns are balanced in both intensive and extensive searching, we 330 recommend using it systematically when using our method to distinguish between extensive and intensive 331 searching phases. Figure 6 : Maximum Likelihood estimates as a function of the number of segments before (in blue) and after (in red) smoothing. For instance the 'reliable' solution obtained with K = 24 segments was used to provide starting points for the EM algorithm for K = 23 and for K = 25, and this smoothing procedure gradually spreads over adjacent points.
We used the adaptive model selection strategy proposed in Lavielle (2005) consisting in choosing the value 387 of K that maximizes the following penalized log-likelihood : L K − C K where L K is the log-likelihood of the 388 optimal segmentation in K segments and C is a unknown positive constant to be calibrated. The heuristic 389 proposed by Lavielle (2005) consists in detecting the value of K for which the log-likelihood ceases to increase 390 significantly. More specifically, consider the normalised log-likelihood defined as
Then, K is chosen as the value such thatL K displays the largest slope change. Namely, we take :
where the value of threshold S is set to a predefined value (we used S = 0.7 as proposed in Lavielle,
.
396
As the selection relies on a predefined threshold, it is worth checking where the point corresponding to 397 the selected number of segment lies on a plot of the log-likelihood curve ( fig. S3 .2). The optimal K value 398 obtained in this way should correspond to a noticeable slope change. stressing to choose K simply as the value that maximizes the log-likelihood. However when the detection of breakpoints is more difficult, choosing the maximum value would tend to overestimate K. Picard et al.
sufficient in this case, although it does not work in pure segmentation (Picard et al., 2005) . As BIC is the 409 most popular criterion to choose the optimal number of clusters in a mixture model 410 2006), we propose to use the maximum value of the following BIC-based penalised likelihood B K,M for the 411 selection of both K and M parameters:
where L K,M stands for the log-likelihood for the optimal segmentation-clustering with K segments classified 413 into M states. The penalization terms in the BIC criterion is half the number of parameters times the 414 logarithm of the size of the dataset. For our model the number of parameters to be estimated is 2M means 415 + 2M variances + M − 1 proportions for the states, and K − 1 breakpoints for the segments, and the size 416 of the dataset for n bivariate values is 2n.
417
Although this procedure appears to work well for choosing the optimal number of segments, it has been 418 observed to be less reliable for choosing the optimal number of states, which tends to be overestimated. We 419 therefore advise users to set an a priori number of states M, based on biological knowledge. We also advise 420 to look at the plot of the BIC-penalized log-likelihood, as in figure 4b of main text, to check that the solution 421 obtained makes sense. Figure S3 .2: The various bars show the proportions of simulations resulting in a predicted number of states (i.e. behavioural modes) equal to 2, 3, 4, or 5, for the three noise levels considered (ζ = 0.2u, ζ = 0.3u and ζ = 0.4u) and the four types of couples of metrics considered. The true number of states is 3. The star (*) indicates turning angles computed with a constant step length, in terms of arithmetic (α * i ) or absolute (-α * i -) values. The couple of metrics leading to best segmentation when the true number of states is known -absolute turning angle computed with a constant step length and smoothed speed -also leads to the best estimation of the number of states, but this latter estimation is not fully satisfactory, and should be worse with actual data because of possible mixing of movement behaviours. itable places and homogeneous movement bouts. Ecology 89:3336-48. URL http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih. gov/pubmed/19137941.
